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St. James's in 1860. His metropolitan career, therefore, has
covered more than thirty years. Byron began at the Strand
in ^1858, and ended at the Gaiety in 1879. ^r- Gilbert's
labours as a producer of travestie in the ordinary sense
started early m the 'sixties with "Dr. Dulcamara," and
closed in 1870 with "The Pimcess." l Mr. Reece opened
in 1865 with "Prometheus"; and woik in which he had a
part was witnessed so recently as 1886.
Mr, Gilbert soon found that his true metier lay outside
the bounds of ordinary burlesque, and his " Princess " was
the stepping-stone to " The Palace of Truth," and, in due
course, to " H.M.S. Pinafore" and its successors. His
travesties of " L'Elisire d'Amore," " La Fille du Regiment,"
"The Bohemian Girl," "Norma," and "Robert le Diable,"
had, however, what all the best specimens of English
stage burlesque have had—a literary quality and an entire
absence of coarseness or suggestiveness; and no doubt they
had, at the time, their due effect upon the public taste.
Meanwhile, the premier burlesque writers of the past thirty
years are Mr. Burnand, Byron, and Mi. Reece, whose
productions have been as notable for their multiplicity and
variety as for their technical excellence. All three, like the
ablest of their predecessors, have written extravaganza as
well as travestie; and, in travestfe, they have gone far afield,
essaying and succeeding in all subjects and all styles. They,
too, have favoured, in the main, the decasyllabic couplet and
the pun, bringing both of them to all the comic perfection
of which they were capable. The pun, in particular, has
* In the preparation of "The Happy Land" (1873) Mr. Gilbert
had only a share, th* scenario being his, but nearly all the writing
eing done by Mr, Gilbert Arthur a'Beckett.

